C le rical people learn how to use computers much quicker than nurses. While true, that is a very strong statement and one which deserves exploration. Nevertheless, the most frequent comment from occupational health nurses when facing computerization is the warning, "Remember, I have never touched a computer. " In other words, "Be warned. I won't be good at this."
What is it that makes nurses fearful and , in some cases, resistant? Logical expectation would predict that nurses would embrace computers. They use other, more complex technology, like audiometers and spirometers. Certainly, in the hospital where nurses learn their profession, machines and electrical equipment seem to reproduce themselves. Why, then, do nurses feel inadequate when it comes to computers?
Computer programming and management information systems persons may have created a mystique to which many persons subscribe. Indeed, mainframe computers are difficult and require special training to run . Personal computers (PCs), however, are easy to run and easier to operate than most microwa ve ovens. Most business application users, such as occupational health departments, use PCs.
Popular lore has not helped. Hearing someone morbidly des cribe how their disk "crashed" or how they lost everything on the computer can have a notably disquieting effect. But a disk crash is jargon for hardware equipment malfunction and only rarely do persons lose all their data.
Such disasters can be prevented by keeping back up copies of programs and data on diskettes. All that is required in the event of loss is reloading the diskettes on the new or Computer programming and management information systems persons may have created a mystique to which many persons subscribe.
repaired computer. Regularly backing up data can be a tedious and sometimes time consuming chore, but the reassurance and reliability it provides is immeasurable. A simple back up procedure eliminates anxiety.
One nurse recently inaugurated a new health program but neglected to backup daily entries on her computer. When the disk on her new computer "crashed," it was under warranty, but it could not be repaired nor could the data be salvaged. She lost 4 months of daily transactions. More importantly, she nearly lost her job as well, because the company's operational qu ality assurance criteria requires frequent software backups. This lesson never requires repeating.
Most often when persons say they have lost all their data or that something has been "wiped out," it simply is not true. Rather, the problem is they are not familiar enough with the software program they are using to be able to recover or locate the data . When the "save" function is employed in any software program, the data is written to the hard disk and is recoverable. Moreover, a variety of utility software is now available which can assist in "undeleting" erased data, protecting users against catastrophe.
When someone does inadvertently delete data, it is often a function of anxiety and fear more than one of difficulty or misunderstanding. As all nurses know, persons who are stressed experience a form of tunnel vision. Awareness of options is distorted or diminished. When facing a computer monitor, it is not unusual for anxious persons to be looking directly at a simple instruction and not see it. This is an amazing phenomena and serves to underscore what is happening. If nurses are anxious about computerizing, they should be aware of this simple fact to avoid it.
The one very real difficulty for occupational health nurses when they first computerize is learning new ways to work. All nurses develop methodologies and processes for assessing and documenting their observations and plan. In truth, changing to computerized work process can be difficult. Changing habits always is.
The work process does not change, but the documentation method significantly changes. Making the shift can be stressful for some. At a minimum, it requires energy, intentionality, and dedicated time.
An informal analysis of occupational health nurses learning a new computer program revealed that the process is, in fact, more complex for nurses than for others on the work team, such as the clerical person.* Unlike the others, nurses must be concerned with implementation on "From the author's personalexperience indioidua//y trainingfive to 10 occupational health nurses wee# v to use occupational health management application computer programs. several levels. Where should the computers be placed? How many will be needed? Who should have access to them? How will the issue of regulatory compliance be addressed and what about confidentiality?
The usual process is to reference information by looking in a health record folder. How will this change? Is it legal and defendable? Very importantly, who will input what data and when? All those are answerable questions. The point is that the nurse, in the capacity of administrator, must address and reconcile each issue. Learning which key to strike is only a small part of the computerization task.
Many nurses overcome computerization anxiety by focusing on the positive outcomes of contributed ef-
Many nurses overcome computerization anxiety by
focusing on the positive outcomes of contributed effort.
fort. The old manual system could not be leveraged to produce a variety of new presentations of the information with a mere keystroke. Instant reports that can otherwise consume hours of nurse time and retrieving information that could take days of chart reviews certainly offset the ini-tial effort of learning and implementing a computerized work process. Occupational health nurses should validate themselves by acknowledging they can learn to use a computer as easily and quickly as anyone. But they should also recognize their job is far more complex, with infinitely more issues to consider in operational implementation. Understanding the source of the anxiety, then applying a problem solving approach to manage it, will alleviate the discomfort.
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